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iirrnoDucriOH

Many physical problems require a numerical solution of the heat equation

in one spare variable. The ChebyBher aeries method has been discussed by many

authors, anong then Elliott [l], Fox and Parker [2], Knibb and Scraton [3],

Dev and Scraton [I»J, and Doha [5], [6], [7].

The essence of the method is that an expansion in Chebyshev series is

assumed for the function and its partial derivatives occurring in the partial

differential equation; the differential equation with its boundary and initial

conditions is reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations in the

expansion coefficients.

Our principal aim in the present paper is to diacuss the solution of the

heat equation

'-t
subject to the boundary conditions

{p is constant)

X ?

CD

(2)

ABSTRACT

An ultraspherical expansion technique is applied to obtain numerically

the solution of the third boundary value problem for linear parabolic partial

differential equation in one-space variable. The differential equation with

Its boundary and initial conditions is reduced to a system of ordinary

differential equations for the coefficients of the expansion. This system may

be solved analytically or numerically in a step-by-step manner. The method

in its present form may be considered as a generalization of that of Dew and

Scraton. The extension of the method to the polar-type equations

it

Is also considered.

and the initial condition

(3)

' * / (Jj)

but the function u(x,t) and its partial derivatives are expanded in a aeries

of ultraspherical harmonics instead of Chebyshev series.

The ultraspherical polynomials associated with the parameter \ > - -r

are a sequence of polynomials C^ '{*) (n • 0,1,2,...), each, respectively, of

degree n, satisfy the orthogonality relation
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For our present purposes it is convenient to standBLrdize the

ultraspherical polynomirIs so that

{0 r I (•*•/,»,-> (6)

This is not the susual standardisation, but has the desirable properties that

C^°'(x) is identical with the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind

T (x), f '(x) is the Legendre polynomial P (x), and C (x) is e<tual
n n n n
to (l/(n+l))ll (x), where U (x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the Becond

n n
kind. In this form the polynomials may be generated by using Rodrigue's

formula

"

(7)

The following two recurrence relations are of fundamental importance in

developing the present work. These are

-n+t
C (8)

and

f»

(9)

It is to be noted here that the recurrence formula (8) may tie used to(

generate the ultraspherical polynomials starting from C (x) = 1 and
(1 \

'(x) = x. The reader is referred to Szego [81, for a full description of

the ultraspherical polynomials.

Suppose now we ere given a function y{x) which is continuous in the

closed interval [-1,1], then following Clenshaw [9] , we write

;/(*> =
(10)

71-0

th
and for the k derivative of y(x).

-•\-

I*)

(11)

then

, ( * * • "

•Hi*

and making use of (9) gives

IX) x r

On differentiating Eq.(ll), we find

from which, and by equating the coefficients, we hare

a (12)

2. THE METHOD OF SOLUTIOH

Throughout this paper we assume that f(x) of Eq.(U) satisfies the

boundary conditions (2) and (3) to make sure that the solution is free of

discontinuities. We also assume that f(x) has a series expansion of the

form

(13)

which is uniformly convergent in (-1,1). It then follows that the solution

u(x,t) of Eq.(l) has a series expansion of the form

A) = JL a M C( LX)
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Eqa.(13) and {Ik) give a (0) • T^ and a nuinerical solution of

Eq.(l) with its boundary conditions (2) and <3) is obtained \>y generating

tables Tor a (t).

If a! (t) denotes the derivative of a (t) with respect to t; then
n n

we can write

(15)

Now we assume that

l °*

11 ' • * *

(16)

and if we Batlafy the differential equation (1), we get

a>>= (17)

If ve write Eq.(lT) for n-1, n+1, and make use of the relation (12) with

k=»l, ve obtain

If we repeat the same with k=0, ve get

a it) = a

Eq.(19) may be written as

a

a (20)

-5-

where

= 0 • *!

The boundary conditions (2) and (3) can be written

(22)

£ ̂ J^SLam - V>, (23)

vhlch, after some manipulation, can be put into the form

00

A

(25)

where

•'-



V" = ,+A> V1* V

where

' i A /• ° (30)

Eqs.(2U) and (25) are true for all t, snd may be differentiated with

respect to t; the resulting equations can be used to eliminate &*0(t) and

a^(t) from Eq.(20) to give

L. (

a (31)

where

relations (Si) and (33) give

u - fl3l

(32)

(33)

It is now necessary to assume that a (t) and a'(t) are negligible for
n n

n > N. Eq.(3l) can then be written in the matrix form as

-7 -

ffit f f

a o. (35)

where

•2-

Eq.(35)i represents a system of nonhomogeneous linear differential

equations with constant coefficients. It is then necessary to solve the matrix

differential Eq.(35) subject to the initial condition a (0) = f .

n n

An analytical solution of Eq.(35) is given explicitly by BellBan and

Cooke [10]

ait)- e [&(°i- 3 | e Lisiots] {36,* Lisiots]

where, as usual, e
K=0

(tA) /K| ; A being a square matrix.

Another analytical solution to the matrix differential Eq.{35) can be

expressed as Fox and Parker [2]

t.L
l

(3T)

where u^ are the eigenvectors of the matrix B with eigenvalues y ,

assumed distinct, Y. are the eigenvectors of the transposed matrix

(B V , and

c . (38)

where
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Formula (36) is impractical If B is a large matrix, vhile formula

(37) ia the test when N Is small, and the computation is not difficult, and

changes in the initial conditions, ftlvin« by the vector Cl(o), are easily

incorporated. For large N the determination of the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors can make formula (37) an uneconomical method of solution.

If b_(t) is composed of exponential or oscillatory functions, a

particular integral of Eg.(35) can be obtained by elementary means, and the

complementary function can be tabulated by means of the step-by-step formula

a a (39)

-1,
where t - mAt. a is an approximation to a(t ), and *(-AtB~ ) is a

m — , — m

rational approximation to exp(-itB~ ). The best known rational approximations

to e~z are the Padrone, (see, for instance, Varga [11] and Fairweather [12]).

If •(-AtB~ ) ia taken as a Pade approximant with denominator of

higher order than the numerator, tabulation using (39) is necessarily stable.

In particular, the use of the (2,3) Pade" approximant is suggested by [It], and it

is then convenient to evaluate •(-AtB~ ) from the formula

-If'
(ko)

Some schemes for approximating the solution of (35) in which the time

variable ia descritissed have been considered in Doha [5].

3. AH ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF SOLUTION

If we assume that a function f(x) and its second derivative f"(x)

have ultraspherical series expansions

(X)f CC <*)

and

m

-9-

then, by making use of the recurrence relation (9), we can show that

fw --I »»-
.A,

t (X)

From Eqs.(ltl) and (1»3), we get

f • i) r

It can also be shown that

It follows from (1»5) that Eq.(l) is equivalent to
09

where

l)-n + Z amt

ttl)

Here we propose to assume that C^a^ft) can be neglected for n > H+3, and to

eliminate the terms ^ ( t l i «jt2(t) by making use of the boundary conditions

(2U) and (25). We adopt this alternative approach because it leads to an equation

which Is equivalent to Eq.(35). Bow we can write (U6) as

H+i

L-3.

-10-



This can be written In the splltted vector form

ait) r + H u

where

cJf... c2

d . - CA

; S*1

It is worthy to mention here that many of the elements of C, including all

those on and below the main diagonal are zero.

If the boundary conditions {2h) and (25) are differentiated with

re3peet to t, and if a'(t) is substituted from (1»8), we have

(50)

ITT*

L
where

ft)

n-2

= c + <£ A CI'M

(51)

(52)

(53)

Eqa.(50) and (51) may be written In the matrix form as

where

-11-

y
r=

Eliminating u(t) between (U9) and (51*), we get

- H / A(t) (55)

Eq.(55) is not new. It can be verified that

JL KI Q-4i = ̂ * (5fi)
and by using Eqs.(3'»), (52) and (53), it can be deduced that

for n ^ N+2. In terms of the matrices defined above, thiB gives

BC • I - AS

and

where

BH » -AT

On eliminating A we have

B
-1

A20 °

0 A,

0 0

6 6

-HI'S

31

(57)

Eq.(55) 1B simply Eq.(35) written differently. The Justification for

truncating the series (U6) at n • lt+2 In order to obtain (1*8) is simply

that we eventually arrive at an equation which is equivalent to (35). There

1B some computational advantage in this alternative approach, In that Eq.(5T)

throwB some light on the structure of the matrix B which was not previously

apparent, and this may tie used to simplify the evaluation of +(-&tB~ ).

-12-



Following Dew and Scraton [It], and le t 6 be any Bcalar parameter,

and le t the two matrices c(S) and t(S) be defined by

'"'

and

C<9\ s (I- • C)

tie) - T + e S fi» H

(58)

(59)

Then it can be shown that

(T-e$
-I -I

) (60)

B )Therefore the inverse of the matrix (I - 6B ) can be obtained in terms

of the Inverse of the tricigular matrix (I - 9C) and the inverse of the

2 x 2 matrix t(9). Thus if *(z) is expressed in partial fractions as

it follows immediately that

- I . - '

(61)

(62)

In which the matrix inverses on the right-hand side can be found using (60),

with 6 •= Atlj. If * Is taken as the (2,3) Pade approximant; the

appropriate values of L, and
J

t, (J

5.0297TTB57B

- 2 .

1,2,3) are given in [U] as

1, = 0.271*8888296

~ 10.7365075550

0.1625555852 ±

Eq,{62) may thus be considered as an alternative to the formula (Uo) given

above. The real advantage of (62) comes vhen u 1B known to be an even

function of x. In this case every term in C, H, S and T with an odd

suffix can be omitted, as well as the entire second row of S and T; thus

S becomes a row matrix, H a column matrix and T and t(8) scalara, BO

that (62) Is very simple to use.

-13-

It is worth to note here that although the method of Sec. 3

is computationally simpler than that of Sec. 2, it ia mathematically equivalent

and w i n produce identical results, An improvement on the above aethods h u

been described in [\] by a method which produces more accurate results without

any additional computation,

EXTEHSIOH TO POLAB-TTPE EQUATIONS

The methods described above can be extended to equations of the form

(63)

For this equation u may be taken as an even function of x, and there is no

danger of a singularity at x - 0. If we write Eq.(63) In the form

and use the same notations of Sees. 1 and 2, then satisfaction of Zq.{6k) gives

tf M JV

making use of (8), and equating the coefficients gives immediately

<«>

eliminating a'2£ by making use of (12) (with k-1) gives

(66)

repeated UBe of relation (13) and after some manipulation, then Eq.(66) will

talse the form

-lU



a

(67)

Since u(x,t) is an even function of x, then the coefficients a + (t)

and a2i+l ( t ) IBUat v a n i a h f o r i = 0.1.2,... Accordingly, Eq.( 67) takes

the form

(68)

Kq.(68) may be written in the matrix form

0-

• * «
.w r x T (69)

- 1 5 -

where

and

'*•/« j ' j - -M (7.)

In the present case Eq.(2U) takes the form
00

.
(72)

Elimination of a'(t) between (69) and (72) gives

(73)

where

Eq.(73) can then be written In the finite matrix form

-16-



s [,tt)+ 3 OL

where

(7I4)

The matrix T is a lover triangular non-singular matrix, then after pre-

multiplying Eq.(7'«) by T" 1 we get again a system of ordinary differential

equations like that of (35).

The method of Sec. 3 can also be applied to (63). We note that if

F<*> =
and

then

1) m L

which may be written in the forn

(75)

vhere

3. (76)

-17-

It can be shovn that

k =
and

<••>

vhich can be simplified to

* 1

v
r i

(TT)

Accordingly the partial differential equation (63) may be reduced to

00 00

a\t) z ji c Q IM + X Uiii,- ^ , <> ««. (76)

where Cni is given by (I17) and

^ H+2, t-̂ t tw-n

; = o

Now, relation (77) may be written in the matrix form

00

j- z
vhere

-18-



c!

Hence Eq.(78) may be written in the form

2
j

where

Eq.(T9) is of the form of Eq.(!*6), and has the same method of solution.

5. Afl IMPROVEMEHT OF THE ABOVE METHODS

In the above work a (t) is tabulated only for n = 2,3,...,H.
n

Ultimately aQ(t) and a^t) can be found using Eqs.(2M and (25). But

when the boundary conditions contain the derivative at x = ±, u and \>
n n

are of order n , so the neglect of terms such as VN+-.
 a
N + 1 (t), %+]%+](*)

in (2U) and (25) may lead to loss of accuracy. The above methods are modified

so as to take at least the next two terms in these series into account.

Let -\
v --

V« VM J

V+t

(80)

and let b .(t), b ( t ) be defined by

tt)
(81)

where u(t) is the sane as in Bee. 3. The effect of this is that Eqs.(2U)

and (25) may be written as

-19-

(82)

-̂
(83)

with no neglect of terms before a_+:,(t). If nov ^(t) ifl defined by

ait) =

it can be seen that Eqs.(l*9) and (51») become

(Si)

•+ H
(85)

and

S art) + T is (86)

where

= H -

X.,
V

-20-



In deducing {85) from (1*9) it is Implicitly sssimed that b ^ t t ) • "JJ.jj1^'

b ' H ) = a ^ U ) . which ia permissible only if aj+1<t) and aA+2<t) fire

negligible, this means that (1>9) and (85) are not exactly equivalent but

only approximately so. Eqs.(5U) and (86) are, however, exactly equivalent.

On eliminating w(t) between (85) and (86) we have

• I * -I
(89)

This may be regarded as a modified form of Eq.(55), to which it is

approximately equivalent. This gives in general a better representation of

the partial differential equation.

If we define

» A h - I

JB a ( C - H T S)

then (89) is equivalent to

A A A * -I

(90)

(91)

which may be regarded as a modified form of (35). It is easily shown that

B is identical with B except that the 2 x 2 matrix

r t*-\,n+i ° I
t 0 Q * « J

is added to the four terns on the bottom right hand corner of B, The

determination of $(-atB ) can still be carried out by means of (62),

provided that H, T are substituted for H, T in (59) and (60).

Once £(t) has been tabulated, a (t) and a*,(t) can be found by

means of (82) and (63). In order to find

from (85)

^ 1(

- S (92)

and from (8l)

-21-

(93)

The work of this section simplifies considerably when u 1B known to

be an even function of x. In particular all the 2 x 2 matrices become

scalars.

It is worthy to note that the numerical methods for parabolic partial

differential equations, of course, need not be based on Chebyshev polynomials

T (x) of the first kind (X = 0). In some applications an expansion inn

Legendre polynomials P (x) (X • 1/2) or Chebyshev polynomials of the second

kind U (x) which corresponds to (X « l ) , may be more appropriate. Ourn

proposed methods in this paper enables us to get such expansions easily by

Just specifying the appropriate value of the parameter X.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Consider the problem

subject to the boundary conditions

and the initial condition

tt= J - x ,

xt ±1

t:

(9*-)

This problem has been considered by Elliot [l], Pev and Scraton [k], and

Doha [6], The solution is clearly even, and the boundary conditions give

1 +

-22-



and accordingly Eq.(2l») tekeB the form

'" = 0

Taking N « 6 and omitting odd rovs and columns we have W

C, H, H, S, T, T as given below

65+18*'
and

C--
r o C,4

0 O

0 o 0 . o J

-f
For the sake of comparison, we consider the caBe \ » 0, which means

that the basis of the expansion are Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind.

In this case, we have W = [||) and c, H, H, S, T and T as given below.

1
Jo

\

A

> 3 ~-J_
X
30 _

go

K

If we take t as the {2,3) Pade approxlmant and At = 0.02?, we have

-0-001*13

The values of on(t) for n » O,2,U,6,0 and t - 0.1, 0.2, 1.0 are given

In Table 1, together the correct values obtained by Elliott [l] and Doha [6].

It is worth mentioning here that Elliott used an 11 x 11 matrix, and Doha

used U x U, against the 3 x 3 matrix used here. Elliott used an interval

0.005 in t, so that five times as many steps were required in his tabulation.

The present method represents a very substantial saving In computing time over

Elliott's method, and is to be considered as a generalisation to that of Dew

and Scraton [It].

To end this paper, we wish to report that the previous method has been

applied by the author to the boundary value problem for parabolic equations

in two-space variables; the results will be published in a forthcoming paper.
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TABLE 1

Solution of Eq.t*}1*) compared with El l iott , Doha

and the theoretical solution

o.ooU6hg

O.00I1655

O.00U65I1

-0.000025

-0.000025

-0.000025

-0.000025

-0.000005

-0.000006

-0.000006

-0.000006

P -
present method; E = Elliott's method; D • Doha's method; T = theoretical
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